Data Aire, Inc.
Shelf Unit with Outdoor Condenser - CO
Component Breakdown

DARC CONDENSER UNIT

CONDENSING UNIT ELECTRICAL BOX

LIQUID LINE FIELD PIPING
DISCHARGE LINE FIELD PIPING

OPTIONAL MINI DAP CONTROL PANEL

SUPPLY VOLTAGE CONNECTION

25' (16) WIRE CABLE PROVIDED WITH MINI DAP AND FIELD INSTALLED

CONDENSING SECTION
SCROLL COMPRESSOR
OPTIONAL ELECTRIC REHEAT
EVAPORATOR BLOWER

DASA EVAPORATOR SECTION
BLOWER MOTOR
1/4'' HUMIDIFIER MAKE-UP WATER

DATA AIRE INC

FAIRLY UNIT COMPONENT BREAKDOWN
DASA-XXXX-CO AIR COOLED SPLIT W/ OUTDOOR CONDENSER UNIT 2, 3 & 4 TON

DATA AIRE INC

540-900-037 A